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The taxi driver helped Gillian into the wheelchair and rolled her to the foot
of the stairs, and then he went back to fetch her suitcase from the trunk.
It’s okay, she said, someone will come down.
She had to lay the suitcase across her lap because she couldn’t
steer the wheelchair with just one hand. She took the elevator to the top
floor. Luckily there were no thresholds anywhere in the building. The silent
apartment was a shock.
Hello, called Gillian, even though she knew there was no one there.
Hello?
They had bought the place three years ago. The rooms were large,
there were light parquet floors and full-length windows. In the living room
there was a glass door that gave on to a balcony. From there you could
see right across the city and the lake. A person standing in front of the
building could see into the living room, but that had never bothered
Gillian. On the contrary, she loved the transparency and laughed when
friends said she was living in a shop window or an aquarium.
Most of the other apartments were occupied by older people, who
hung curtains in the windows and rolled down blinds every evening. Gillian
hardly knew her neighbors. They exchanged greetings when they ran into
each other on the stairs or in the underground garage.
The living room had been tidied, there was a bunch of withered
roses on the dining table. Gillian had bought them two weeks before, to
give to Dagmar, but she had forgotten to take them. Presumably her
mother had left them there out of respect. The water in the vase was
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cloudy and stank, some of the petals had fallen. Gillian collected them in
her hand, they felt satin soft. She crushed them in her fist, then she
dropped them.
She rolled into the kitchen, which was spotless. That was her
mother’s way of showing love or care. When Gillian watched her at work
sometimes, she was reminded of the stewardess her mother had once
been. Every movement was practiced, even her smile looked experienced.
Sometime Gillian had stopped confiding in her and started treating her
with the same friendly inattentiveness as her father did.
The fridge was largely empty, a couple of jars of different mustards,
some dried tomatoes in olive oil, dill pickles, a few cans of beer, and the
bottle of Prosecco they kept for unexpected visitors.
Gillian tried to shift off the wheelchair onto the toilet. Instead of
getting the crutches in the living room, she pulled herself up on the sink.
Her legs gave way, and she crumpled on the floor and banged into the
footrests of the chair, which rolled away and struck the wall with a loud
crash. Sitting up, she pulled and shuffled her way to the toilet. If it had
been up to the doctor, she wouldn’t even have been given the wheelchair,
but she had asked, just for the first couple of days. Still lying on the floor,
she pulled her trousers down. The chill of the tiles heightened her need to
pee, and she tried to pull herself up. Then it was too late, she felt the
warmth of the quickly spreading puddle. She tried to get her pants off, but
it was too late. Gillian felt nauseous. She stripped off, and mopped the
floor with her sodden pants. All she could manage were a couple of dry
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sobs that didn’t sound much like crying.
Her life before the accident had been one long performance. Her
job, the studio, the designer clothes, the trips to cities, the meals in good
restaurants, the visits to her parents and to Matthias’s mother. It must
have been a lie if it was so easy to destroy with a moment’s inattention, a
false move. The accident was bound to happen sooner or later, whether in
the form of a sudden catastrophe or a gradual unraveling, it was coming.
She knew she could use her legs, the doctor had even encouraged
her to. She heaved herself back into the wheelchair and rolled into the
living room. On the sofa lay a book she had started a couple of weeks
ago, a Swedish thriller. She found her place but was unable to concentrate
and soon put it aside. She flicked through a fashion magazine. In the
building opposite a window was opened, her neighbor shook out a duvet.
Gillian knew her, vaguely. She shrank back, half naked as she was, but
the woman didn’t seem to have seen her, remained standing in the
window for a minute or two, and looked down at the street. Perhaps she
was looking out for the mailman or her children who might be back from
school soon.
Gillian rolled into the corridor to get her suitcase. Back in the living
room, she locked the wheels of the chair and slipped to the floor. She lay
on the thick woolen carpet. That way she couldn’t be seen from outside. It
was warm, but she felt chilly. She rummaged in her suitcase for clean
underwear and a pair of trousers, but the only things she found were
dirty. She pulled a blanket off the sofa and rolled herself up in it. She
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longed to be back in the hospital where nothing more was demanded of
her than that she be able to endure her pain. And even that had been
taken away from her with the drugs she at first took gratefully and then
increasingly refused. She had the idea that pain was part of the healing
process, and that she needed to submit to it as part of becoming whole.

She propped herself up on her elbows and looked around. Nothing
had changed, but the room had become strange to her. She asked herself
who had bought these books, hung up these pictures. A silkscreen print by
Andy Warhol, Marilyn, the same face ten times over, lifeless as an
advertising poster. The minimalist furniture, the soulless accessories,
carefully chosen from expensive design shops, souvenirs though they
were connected to no particular memories. She rolled onto her back and
looked up at the Italian designer lamp that seemed to hang just above
her, dropped her arms, and hit the wheelchair several times. Locked now,
it didn’t move.
She crawled over to the enormous flat-screen, switched it on, and
started zapping through the channels. She stopped at a nature program.
There was a wide beach at twilight across which thousands of primitive
creatures were creeping, looking as though they were put together from a
round shield and a long sting or tail. From time to time one of the
creatures would be picked up by a wave and dumped onto its back, and
you saw its wriggling little legs and the way it tried to turn onto its front
with little jerks of its tail. This fascinating spectacle only occurs for a few
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days each year, said the narrator adoringly. Horseshoe crabs have lived in
shallow coastal waters all over the planet for over five hundred million
years, and in all that time they have hardly changed. That’s why they are
occasionally called living fossils. In early summer they gather on the
shores of their native seas to lay their eggs.
Gillian looked through the DVDs that were piled up beside the little
TV console, but none of the films grabbed her. Finally she put on a DVD of
one of her shows that she had had burned and never watched. She didn’t
like seeing herself on screen, it was only when something had gone wrong
during one of the recording sessions that she watched the show.
She fast-forwarded it. She could make out the show’s opening
credits, a short introduction to the week’s subjects, torn faces silently
moving their mouths, smiling, a painting, ballet dancers. Now you could
see the studio, a white room, or rather a white wall, with Gillian in the
background seeming to float in white. The camera zoomed up to her at
breakneck speed. She switched over to Play, and when the camera was
very near, she froze the frame. There was her old face, wide staring eyes,
mouth open in welcome. Gillian pressed a button, leapt forward from
frame to frame. Her mouth closed and opened, but the expression in the
eyes didn’t change.
She never felt nervous before the programs and was surprised now
by the look of fear in her eyes. It was as though the face could already
sense its destruction ahead. An unexpected noise, a reflection, a sudden
memory changed the expression, for a split second the cameras created a
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person there had never been before and who would never exist again.
Twenty-five frames a second, twenty-five people who didn’t have much
more in common than their physical details, hair and eye color, height and
weight. It was only the linking of the pictures that created the fuzziness
that constituted a human being.
She pressed Play and lay on her back. She heard her voice,
promising young talent, first one-person show, return to figurativeness.
Gillian turned her head to the screen and saw herself announcing a film
clip. Turned through ninety degrees her face looked thinner and younger.
It looked unfamiliar, perhaps that was why she saw each individual
feature with greater clarity, the lips, the dimple in the chin, the nose and
eyes. She thought of Tania, who had never managed to make her up
without passing some remark about her appearance, her heavy eyebrows,
her thin lips, or her complexion. Her problem zones, she liked to say.
The woman on the television stopped talking, and her face looked
tense for a moment that to Gillian seemed unending. At last the film
began. The camera swung through an exhibition room, you saw life-size
naked women washing themselves, getting dressed or undressed or doing
chores. Although the poses were everyday, they seemed somehow classic.
Then there was a close-up of Hubert’s face, and his name was flashed up
on screen, Hubert Amrhein, and in brackets his age, thirty-nine, the same
as hers. He talked about his work, about how he found his models on the
street, professionals didn’t interest him. Ordinary women, he said. They
get undressed, I photograph them. It all has to happen right away, on
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impulse, there are no prior agreements, no second chances. The hunt for
models was a large part of the artistic process, he said. Of a hundred
women he spoke to, maybe one or two agreed. Of ten whose photographs
he took, he might paint two or three, often months later, long after he
had forgotten their names. While he spoke, some of the pictures were
faded in. The editor’s questions were cut out, all you heard was Hubert’s
voice, always beginning again, riffing and spieling. He didn’t really know
how he came to choose his models, sometimes he thought they chose
him. It wasn’t primarily beauty that interested him but intensity, power,
and pleasure, also lostness, aggression, fear. It was like when you fell in
love with someone. Usually you couldn’t explain that either. His smile
looked at once shy and conceited. Perhaps that went into the pictures,
desire and the impossibility of fulfillment.
Jerk, thought Gillian. Now there was a street scene, passersby in a
pedestrian neighborhood, filmed from a slight degree of elevation. The
camera fixed on a woman and followed her through the crowd, a goodlooking young employee or businesswoman in a boring suit. Gillian tried to
picture her naked, but she couldn’t do it. Sometimes he would imagine
one of his models happening to see the picture of herself, Hubert said.
She was strolling through the city, stopped in front of the window of a
gallery, and saw herself naked in her apartment, washing the dishes or
vacuuming. I think she would probably recognize her kitchen fixtures
before herself, he said. The photos are the work of seconds. They capture
the secret life of our bodies while we’re busy with something.
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The final shot of the report was one of Hubert’s paintings that
showed a heavyset fortyish woman washing her foot in a sink. She was
standing on one leg, the other was up. With one hand she was holding her
ankle, with the other she was washing her foot. The fingers and toes were
interlaced in a complicated way. Although the pose looked demanding, the
woman seemed introverted, almost meditative.
Then they were back in the studio. Gillian and Hubert were facing
each other for the interview. She had a few questions from her editor that
she had written on index cards. She asked him about working with
models, whether he gave them instructions or not. The movements need
to be their own, said Hubert, that’s actually not all that easy to achieve. I
tell a woman to wash herself, and suddenly she’s got her foot up in the
sink. It would never have occurred to me. It’s like a gift. Gillian saw
herself smile and heard herself asking whether it was difficult to work with
women who had no modeling experience. She stopped the shot. Now she
looked disgusted. She clicked on until Hubert was next in a shot. The
expression on his face was hard to interpret, a mixture of irony and
sadness, or perhaps just conceit. She hit Play, and Hubert—as though
coming out of a deep pause for thought—said, on the contrary.
Professional models are practiced at reducing themselves to their bodies
and wearing nudity like a garment. It’s striking how some women change
through being naked, and my looking at them. How the inside comes to
the surface. It’s a very private moment. Gillian had the sense he was
saying these sentences specifically to her and not thinking of the TV
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audience at all.
Oftentimes nothing happens at all, he said. Generally I know before
developing them whether the photographs will be any good, whether
there’s something useful there. Then who’s the artist, you or the model?
Gillian heard herself asking. It’s not about the artist, said Hubert, it’s
about the work of art. And that has nothing to do with the model or the
artist.
Gillian ran the recording back to the beginning and watched the
whole interview again, frame by frame. She wanted to work out what had
transpired between them. Ninety seconds, more than two thousand
individual shots. The secret lives of our bodies, she thought. Hubert was a
chatterbox, which made it all the more striking to her that he had said
what she was thinking, or perhaps had even given her the thought in the
first place. She had often caught herself adopting other people’s ideas and
taking them for her own.
The dialog between their two faces was very different from the one
she had just listened to. From the outset there seemed to be a tense
intimacy between them, often a barely perceptible smile flickered over one
of their faces, and once at least Gillian caught admiration in her eyes, a
girlish beam. Hubert’s initial boredom gradually gave way to an expression
of tenderness, which struck Gillian. Her own face in countershot looked
down, as though his look confused her. She turned to face a different
camera, and her face took on a rather foolish look of surprise and
delight—she was introducing the next segment. Gillian stopped the film
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and took the DVD out of the player. On TV, it was still the horseshoe
crabs, which were now back in their native element, water. And so each
year they lay their eggs, said the warm voice of the speaker, and probably
will continue to do so long after human beings have vanished from the
face of the earth.
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